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Lulu.com, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.This collection of narrative poems illuminates the life-affirming power
of storytelling. Portraying the rough texture of a fictional Vermont community, the author first
weaves a tapestry of quirky characters all desperate for human connection. She bases many of
these characters on individuals in the town where she went to college in Vermont. Her work at a
coffee shop in this town inspired the human landscape she sketches at the end of the book. In a cafe
in Vermont, such calloused characters as the ones from the beginning unite. Between the Vermont
poems, the author illustrates her experience growing up as a third-generation Holocaust survivor.
Crystallizing pain into writing, she emerges from the silence and trauma inherited from her father
and grandmother. In another poem, she shares her story of losing a romantic relationship. These
two middle pieces reveal language as a means not only of connection, but also of navigating
emotions that range from desperation and obsession to faith and love.
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This kind of pdf is every little thing and taught me to looking forward and more. It is one of the most incredible book i have read. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about should you check with me).
-- Miss Amelie Fritsch DVM-- Miss Amelie Fritsch DVM

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is really simplified but shocks in the 50 percent of the pdf. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this publication to learn.
-- Zetta Armstrong III-- Zetta Armstrong III
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